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Star Wars Launches Most Authentic Line of Prop Replicas Ever Created 

Star Wars Collectibles: Ultimate Studio Edition offers fans a completely new way of experiencing ‘Star Wars: The Force 
Awakens’ 

Disney and Lucasfilm today launched Star Wars Collectibles: Ultimate Studio Edition bringing an unprecented level 
of authenticity to prop replica products for fans. Made to order by propmakers at Propshop in Pinewood Studios 
using digital data collected during filming of Star Wars: The Force Awakens, the production process marries cutting 
edge 3D printing technology with master craftsmanship to produce replicas virtually identical to those seen on 
screen. Available initially in the U.S., starwarsultimatestudioedition.com is the exclusive location to purchase these 
products.

The initial offering from the Star Wars Collectibles line features eight prop replicas from Star Wars: The Force 
Awakens including Darth Vader’s melted helmet, Rey’s lightsaber hilt, FN-2187 Stormtrooper helmet and more. Each 
replica item is a limited production piece due to the high level of craftsmanship required to create them.

These made-to-order replicas will come with custom display pedestals, packed in branded wooden crates that are 
inspired by the real crates used to ship the film props. Each one is custom built to accommodate the shape of the 
replica inside. 

http://www.starwarsultimatestudioedition.com/


Darth Vader Helmet (Melted) 

Pricing: $3,500 

Own a piece of the epic saga with our exclusive, made-to-order replica 
of Darth Vader's Melted Helmet from Star Wars: The Force Awakens.  

The Sith Lord’s iconic helmet is precisely detailed in every way and 
appears virtually identical to the prop used in the film.



Rey Staff 

Pricing: $1,250 

Own a piece of the epic saga with our exclusive, made-to-order replica 
of Rey's Staff from Star Wars: The Force Awakens.  

The trusty tool of the Jakku scavenger is precisely detailed in every way 
and appears virtually identical to the prop used in the film.



Poe Dameron X-Wing Helmet 
Pricing: $1,500 

Own a piece of the epic saga with our exclusive, made-to-order replica 
of Poe Dameron's Helmet from Star Wars: The Force Awakens.  

This iconic piece is precisely detailed in every way and appears 
virtually identical to the prop worn by the actor playing the ace pilot 
of the Resistance.



Chewbacca Bowcaster 
Pricing: $2,500 

Own a piece of the epic saga with our exclusive, made-to-order replica 
of Chewbacca's Bowcaster from Star Wars: The Force Awakens.  

The Wookiee's weapon, also known as a laser crossbow, is precisely 
detailed in every way to make it appear virtually identical to the prop 
used in the film.



Kylo Ren Lightsaber Hilt 
Pricing: $1,250 

Own a piece of the epic saga with our exclusive, made-to-order replica 
of Kylo Ren’s Lightsaber Hilt from Star Wars: The Force Awakens.  

Precisely detailed in every way, the unique crossguard design appears 
virtually identical to the prop used in the film.



Rey Lightsaber Hilt 
Pricing: $1,250 

Own a piece of the epic saga with our exclusive, made-to-order replica 
of Rey’s Lightsaber Hilt from Star Wars: The Force Awakens.  

The trusty tool of the Jakku scavenger is precisely detailed in every way 
and appears virtually identical to the prop used in the film.



Kylo Ren Helmet  
Pricing: $2,000 

Own a piece of the epic saga with our exclusive, made-to-order replica 
of Kylo Ren's Helmet from Star Wars: The Force Awakens.  

Precisely detailed in every way, this iconic mask belonging to the 
Knight of Ren villain is plated just like the original and appears 
virtually identical to the prop worn by the actor.



FN-2187 Stormtrooper Helmet 

    Pricing: $1,750 
        
       Own a piece of the epic saga with our exclusive, made-to-order replica 

of Finn’s Stormtrooper Helmet from Star Wars: The Force Awakens.  

       Featuring the bloody handprint that triggers Finn's defection to the 
Resistance, this iconic helmet of soldier FN-2187 is precisely detailed 
in every way and appears virtually identical to the prop worn by the 
actor.
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